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Welcome

Recognizing the Original
Inhabitants of This Area
We are located in Pennsylvania’s Lehigh Valley, a small part
of what was Lenni-Lenape territory for over 10,000 years. We
understand that the Lenape were friendly and accommodating — until the settlers gradually, and often violently, forced
them out. We acknowledge the injustice and mistreatment indigenous people faced (and still face) as a result of colonialism. We
recognize that the Lenape practiced many of the same values the
Alliance holds, such as respect for and regenerative stewardship
of the land and other living things, eating healthy natural foods,
social justice and restorative practices, and community-based
participatory decision-making.
The largest surviving groups of Lenape descendants are the
Delaware Nation of Oklahoma and the Delaware Indian Tribe,
but there are several other significant groups and organizations,
including the Ramapaugh Mountain Lenape and the Lenape
Nation of Pennsylvania.
The number of groups, their wide dispersal, and their continuing
identification with the Lenape are pretty clear indicators of the
extent to which colonialism disrupted a strong Indigenous civilization in this area, paralleling impacts in other parts of the US
and the continent as a whole.
We want to be clear that acknowledging and recognizing the
Lenape in no way remedies or repairs the damage done; it is
merely a step towards raising awareness.
For more information, see www.sustainlv.org/about-us.
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We invite you to enjoy the ideas and ideals expressed in the following pages! As spring seeps into our valley, we’re reminded we’ve been
living for more than a year now in this liminal, pandemic-induced reality.
It exposed our societal weaknesses, exacerbated already-existing disparities, and pushed the climate emergency to the back burner — making it
increasingly clear that we need to commit ourselves to creating an equitable, healthy, and sustainable post-pandemic society. While the gravity
and existential nature of our problems can be overwhelming, we need
not look further than the contents of these pages for hope and optimism
about our future — and it’s encouraging to see that so many people are
informed about the various economic, environmental, and social issues
we’re facing.
A key feature of this issue is student activists harnessing their talents to draw attention to issues they care about. Fourth graders learned
about biodiversity and wildlife conservation by exploring the plight of
Chimney Swifts and shared their feelings through poetry and drawings.
Local high-school artists, in a collaboration between the Eastern Hunger
Coalition and Nurture Nature Center, used visual art to express their
ideas about persistent food insecurity in our communities. Students from
colleges across the valley are also well represented as they share their
reflections on a variety of topics. The creativity, compassion, and insight
demonstrated by these students and the rest of our contributors makes
clear that amidst suffering and struggles there are still many reasons to
be hopeful.
While “sustainability” is often used to refer to environmental issues, the Alliance recognizes that sustainable communities are also built
on foundations of inclusion, equity, regeneration, and justice, which are
reflected in the goals we established in 2003 (see page 20). Within this
booklet, we share creative angles and interesting perspectives on intersecting issues of environmental justice, holistic health, and education. We
hope that you will enjoy the expressions shared in the following pages
and that they will inspire you to join in the collaborative work of pursuing our goals as we build sustainable communities.
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Global Environmental Justice

Global Environmental Justice

Ian Morse

L

ife on a small island is by necessity
confined to the resources available
in immediate surroundings. Settlements grow near water springs, and what
protein the land cannot provide, the sea
makes available in excess. Such is the case
with Wawonii, an island in the center of
17,000-island Indonesia, but at least two
days from an international airport. The island’s tens of thousands of residents were a
bit surprised one day to find police escorting
an excavator through their forest, tearing
down cashew and nutmeg trees. When locals asked why, a company responded: ‘We
have all the permits.’
When I arrived on Wawonii, locals had
prepared for a long battle. From the wood
of felled trees, they constructed shelters
to occupy and demarcate their land, and
some guarded land with chainsaws. The
company told residents that digging a hole
in the island would bring prosperity to the
island. Families were set against each other,

and some were employed as de facto press
agents. Mando, a young community leader I
stayed with, said it was “social conflict.”
Mando was furious with the company.
He had learned of land conflicts throughout
Indonesia’s history, and now his island was
in the crosshairs. He just didn’t know why.
Mining companies like this one are
quick to broadcast that they are crucial to
realizing the world’s clean energy plans.
Electric vehicles increasingly rely on nickel
in their lithium-ion batteries, and Wawonii’s
rocks contains high-grade deposits. After
leveling part of the island, the company
plans to dig up ore, send it to another island
for processing, then ship it to China to be
funneled into batteries. But in the process,
heaps of coal will power smelters, and metal-rich soil will flow into waterways and
poison drinking water, killing coral and
fish. For every ton of nickel and cobalt produced, the company plans to dump more
than 100 tons of waste into the ocean.
Mines are popping
up all over nickel-rich
Indonesia. The nickel
will help create millions of batteries for
zero-emission transportation.
When I told Mando
this, he seemed uninterested. What does it
matter where the metal
goes? Environmental
and social devastation
in the name of filling
Photograph by Ian Morse
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consumer demand was nothing new. Indeed,
in the places “blessed” with resource-rich
rocks, it wasn’t.
“Mining, metals, and materials extraction is the hidden foundation of the
low-carbon transition,” says Benjamin
Sovacool, an energy policy professor at the
University of Sussex. “But it is far too dirty,
dangerous, and damaging to continue on its
current trajectory.”
Humans have realized they need to
rethink their energy use just as they have
perfected the unequal, devastating practices
that support a society reliant on gadgets
and technology. It’s no wonder we think the
solution to the climate crisis is technological,
because the past few decades have been a
nonstop promotion of techno-utopianism, in
which destructive and abusive mining practices make gadgets cheap enough for faraway
consumers to buy, believing their life would
be made better.
The clean energy transition as it stands
now relies on an industry that has never
been seen as clean, sustainable, or green.
However, the global market knows only one
way to react to a crisis: innovate and sell.
In the eyes of some miners, the crisis has
handed their business a golden ticket. Clean
energy can’t happen, they say, without more
mining. Within just the last year, the same
companies that continue to fill their pockets
on promoting coal, even climate denialism,
have leveraged the energy transition for
their benefit. It’s as if the same multinational companies that, in the name of resource
development, have sparked wars around the
world from their homes in Europe, Australia, the US, or China, are the new energy
companies. That would make them the largest clean energy companies in the world.
Mines everywhere — Arizona, Alaska,
Indonesia, Chile, Brazil, Peru, South Africa,

Tanzania, Angola, Guinea, Mongolia — are
popping up, persuading investors and politicians that metal is the future. Even in rocks
at the bottom of the sea, companies say, lie
the perfect concoctions of metals to build
the electric car fleet of our green future.
To get there, underwater vehicles need to
dredge to deep ocean, the largest habitable
area of the planet, which lies more unknown
to us than the moon but is intimately tied
with what we do on land.
The metals are not just lithium and
cobalt, which have become the troubled
poster children of clean energy technology.
Governments and think tanks speak of dozens of metals, ranging from the ones you’ve
likely never heard of like praseodymium
to the more common like iron. Rebuilding
infrastructure, as the energy transition requires we do, involves more metal.
But what if it didn’t? A recent study
from MIT says that we already have the
technology we need to transition the US
energy grid: transmission lines. Also, We
know that public buses and trains allow
more people to travel more efficiently. An
urban infrastructure that relies on individually-owned cars excludes those who can’t
buy one, and perpetuates carbon-intensive,
ecologically harmful impacts from asphalt
and tires.
Thea Riofrancos, a political scientist of
Latin America, has extensively researched
just how connected social equality is across
borders: “A transit system or an energy
system that is more equitable on the user
end also involves less resource use on the
extractive end.” Places like Wawonii do not
‘need’ to be made into the rich world’s metal breadbasket.
For an industry branded as crucial
for clean energy, mining is not guided by
the search for the cleanest technology. In
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About the Alliance

About the Alliance
As it has done since 2003, the Alliance supports the many and varied sustainability efforts of individuals, non-profit organizations, communities, sustainable businesses, farms, and others. As we pursue positive outcomes, we
also work against the negatives, such as the entrenched political and economic systems’ continuing threats to sustainability. We believe that collective
organizing and action are needed. This includes recognizing our debt to and
kinship with others on the road to a sustainable, regenerative society, based
upon enduring wisdom and careful stewardship — a future characterized by a
self-healing environment, honorable and ethical behavior, self-determination,
and secure freedoms for a diverse people. The Alliance acknowledges the debt
to the Indigenous people of this area (see page 2 ), and in 2018, we signed
on to the Lenape Nation of Pennsylvania’s Treaty of Renewed Friendship.
See our website for more information about our broad definition of sustainability, what we do, and how to contact us.

Photograph by Ian Morse

truth, we don’t know what will be cleanest,
because each week brings new ideas that
promise a green future. We know what
works: sequester carbon in forests, protect
biodiversity, and stop burning fossil fuels.
Most crucially, we know that restoring land
rights to indigenous groups can be fantastically effective in ensuring those things. Protecting human rights doesn’t require metal.
As mining is promoted as a clean energy leader, the public has the opportunity to

hold a notoriously dirty industry to higher
standards. I also prefer to see this much
more broadly. Centuries of mining practices that have been called genocidal have
led the rich world to believe metal must be
part of the solution. Being honest about all
the possible paths toward a just transition
requires a reckoning with humans’ destructive businesses.

Ian Morse is an independent journalist who reports on science and environmental
topics and has appeared in Mongabay, New York Times, Washington Post,
and Science Magazine, among others. He writes Green Rocks, a newsletter
that doesn’t want dirty mining to ruin clean energy: greenrocks.substack.com. He
majored in history and math-economics at Lafayette College.

Working Groups – Many of our efforts are organized through standing
working groups: Beyond Capitalism Working Group; Communications and
Outreach, (website, e-newsletter, Sustainability Commons, and tabling at
events); Sustainable Lehigh Valley (now in its 20th year!) and Left Turn (see
inside front cover)
Community Dialogues, Workshops, and other Public Gatherings
The Alliance creates and hosts events to encourage thinking and discussion;
unfortunately, the pandemic lockdown has made it impractical to host many
public events. Regular events have included Community Dialogues on various aspects of sustainability; Film and Politics series (ongoing since 2017 );
Natural Building workshops; Regenerative Agriculture Farm Tours, and
SouthSide Together, a series that brings organizations, businesses, residents, institutions, and students together to encourage community awareness and collaboration in SouthSide Bethlehem.

If you see your values in the Alliance’s vision and goals (see page 20),
join us as we work to develop more sustainable communities.

Also see:
• About the Alliance – Vision and Goals.......................... 20
• About the Alliance –Rethinking Education................. 37
• About the Alliance – How the Alliance Began.............. 51
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Save Our Swifts Hannah Provost

Save Our Swifts:
Civic Development For the Birds
Hannah Provost

T

he swirling hurricane of thousands
of tiny black birds plunging into
the Masonic Temple chimney at
the gateway to the southside of Bethlehem
is certainly a beautiful and haunting sight.
It is also a reminder of the ways that nature
has adapted to the structures we build for
our own human purposes. These tiny dark
birds swirling in the evening sky are chimney swifts. They can be seen in such vast
numbers in Bethlehem during their migrations in April and October. The swifts are
important to the ecologies of Bethlehem
and the surrounding areas, and are fascinating for their unique adaptations which
make the chimney their home. Sharing
their incredible story is part of an initiative
for Bethlehem to save our swifts and the
habitats in which they thrive.
As of February 2nd, Chimney Swifts
have been adopted as the bird of Bethlehem. Yet recognizing them as beautiful
creatures that live alongside us isn’t enough.
Their home was in danger. The chimney
attached to the former Masonic Temple off
378 was in danger of being torn down earlier this year. This one chimney is home to an
estimated thousands of migrating chimney
swifts each year. Relocating the chimney
wasn’t an option, as the birds have a specific
knowledge of the chimney’s location, and
relocating the chimney wouldn’t necessarily
result in the birds finding their home again.
Yet local bird lovers and developer John
Noble were determined to save the chimney
for the swifts! A team from Bethlehem that
includes Jennie Gilrain, members of the
8
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Audubon Society, South Side Iniative, and
others worked with the developer to explore
ways to save this chimney and ultimately
found a way to preserve the chimney even
as the Temple was demolished. Today, the
swifts’ home is all that is left on the site.
There is a lot to love about these little
birds. They are five to six inches long, but
they fly so high above our buildings and
heads that they often only register as tiny
specks in the sky. They are not perching
birds—they spend most of their time aloft
and are actually physically incapable of
perching on a branch or even standing
on the ground like most birds. Instead,
chimney swifts have evolved very long and
sharp claws that allow them to cling to
vertical surfaces. Before the colonization
of the Americas, these little birds roosted
in hollowed out trees. Due to all the deforestation that accompanied the colonization
of North America, their traditional habitat
was much scarcer, so they adapted and
started nesting in chimneys—incredibly
abundant architectural features in early
American architecture. But as Americans
started capping chimneys, chimneys started becoming less available to the swifts.
Aside from valuing chimney swifts
simply in terms of ecological diversity, these
birds are very helpful little creatures. An
individual swift eats up to 12,000 flying insects—like beetles and mosquitoes—every
day, keeping bug populations under control
and reducing the ever increasing risk of
vector-born diseases that humans face. The
chimney swift also has a very sticky, glue-like

saliva, which they use to attach twigs and
branches to the sides of chimneys as nests.
They range widely in their migration, living
in the Eastern half of the United States
during the warmer months, and flying 3500
miles to Brazil, Peru, and the Northwestern quadrant of South America during our
winter months. They are very fastidious
and clean. Many homeowners unsuspectingly host chimney swifts for years! Finally,
not much is known about the relationships
between chimney swifts. While mating
pairs are monogamous while nesting and
raising their young, chimney swifts have
been seen to host a third bird during their
nesting phase. These mysteries are also part
of the joy of coming to understand these
quirky birds.
The chimney swift as a species has seen
a 72% decline over the last 50 years, due in
part to habitat loss like chimney capping (or
making chimneys out of steel, which they
cannot cling to), but also due to decreasing
populations of their favorite food, beetles,
thanks to widespread pesticide use. Without chimneys to roost in, these birds are
in danger of predators and harsh weather.
Saving the chimney at the site of the old
Masonic temple is one way John Noble and
the residents of Bethlehem have helped our
chimney swifts thrive.
The Lehigh Valley Audubon society
also has been helping chimney swifts thrive,
creating chimney swift towers on public

land for the birds to
nest in. Swifts tend
to nest singularly
and migrate in
groups, so the Masonic Temple chimney is a key way-station,
a gathering place, on their migratory path,
but the Audubon’s nesting towers are just
as important. Part of the Save Our Swifts
initiative (which includes partners such
as Bethlehem Area Public Library and
Bethlehem’s Environmental Advisory
Council in addition to the organizations
listed above) is raising money to make the
restoration and incorporation of the old
Masonic Temple chimney into the new
development feasible. Another part is simply to do what ornithology (or the study
of birds) has always done: incorporate the
science and observations and passion of
amateurs to learn more about the ways
birds live in our world. And ultimately the
mission of the initiative is to identify ways
that people and developers can support
swift habitat in our community, building a
city that is truly for the birds and ourselves,
through cooperation between activists and
developers in other contexts.
While we may have helped save the
swifts’ chimney, the birds in turn have
taught us a lot about what it looks like to
adapt plans to consider them, too.

Hannah is a grad student in English at Lehigh University and is a regular
contributor to The SouthSider, which focuses on SouthSide Bethlehem’s community
and culture. After she completes her M.A., Hannah hopes to continue teaching
about environmental imagination and anti-racist practices in the outdoors industry.

This is a shorter version of the story originally published by the SouthSider on March 11, 2021.
[thesouthsider.org/2021/03/11/save-our-swifts-civic-development-for-the-birds]
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Fourth Grade Artists and Activists

Chimney Swifts

Jennie Gilrain

Jayben Garcia Torres

I

teach animal adaptation and habitat
loss to fourth graders at Freemansburg
Elementary School in Bethlehem. In
the past, I have used the polar bear as a
dramatic example. My students have written letters to every President of the United
States since George W. Bush to advocate
for climate action on behalf of the polar
bears. And every president (except one) has
written back. But the students are usually
baffled by the lack of real action or practical
solutions offered by the presidents. Most
fourth graders are creative and practical
when it comes to problem solving. They
see a problem, and they immediately come
up with ten possible solutions. They see
no reason for delay, or lack of action. This
year I decided to go local when teaching
animal adaptation and habitat loss. Instead
of polar bears, we studied a small enigmatic
bird that has adapted to the urban environment here in the Lehigh Valley where my
students live. The chimney swift originally
roosted in large hollow trees in old growth
forests. Deforestation forced the swifts to
adapt to chimneys for nesting and roosting. Now chimneys, too, are disappearing.
Modern building design and construction
has eliminated the need for traditional
chimneys, residents of older homes are
capping or lining their chimneys, and industrial buildings, along with their large

chimneys, are being torn down. As a result,
the swifts have suffered a 72% population
decline since the mid 1960’s. After learning
about the plight of the Chimney Swifts, my
students got fired up and decided to write
letters to their local government to advocate
for the birds. They felt a sense of empowerment when their first request was granted:
The Bethlehem City Council named the
Chimney Swift the official bird of Bethlehem. The students are now actively speaking out for protection and restoration of urban habitat. My students are not alone. Citizens of Bethlehem, Allentown, and Easton
are making a difference by building chimney swift towers on public and private land
throughout the Lehigh Valley. When I first
discovered the chimney swifts above the
rooftops in South Bethlehem, I happened
to also find a poem by Anne Stevenson that
echoed my sense of awe and joy. This year,
I asked my students to read Stevenson’s
poem and then write their own poems expressing their feelings and relationship to
these birds.
Jennie teaches fourth grade at
Freemansburg Elementary School in
the Bethlehem Area School District and
studies Educational Leadership with the
Lehigh University doctoral program.

Editors’ Note: While we only have room in this booklet for the students’ work on the facing page,
please enjoy the work of more of these fourth-grade Chimney Swift lovers in the online version.
[www.sustainlv.org/focus-on/poems-drawings-about-the-swifts]
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Chimney dragons
Thousands
Swirling sliding pouring
Thousands
Pouring Feathers
Swirling sky
Sliding smoke
Around and around
Into the chimney

Laylah Drummond

Jayben and Laylah are in fourth grade at Freemansburg Elementary School

More information on Chimney Swifts:

Save Our Swifts! a series hosted by the Bethlehem Area Public Library [www.bapl.org/saveourswifts]
Chimney Swifts web page by Cornell University [www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/Chimney_Swift]
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Education for Sustainability

Kermit O

A

question I’ve always disliked when
meeting people in professional or
even casual spaces is: “What do
you do?” Because where should I start? Like
all of us, I wear many hats: I’m a graduate
student, an orchard intern, an aspiring community educator, a writer, a life partner, a
brother, son, and uncle, among other things.
But the subtext of that question, of course,
is “What do you do that has use or exchange
value within our capitalist economy?”
My answer to that is: “Who cares? And
why do you even wanna know?” To me, and
probably to many of us, that answer is far
less important to our everyday lives. Why
should my economic value be separate from
my value to family or community?
As a school teacher, I eventually came to
the realization that what I was doing in the
classroom was fundamentally disconnected
from the material concerns of my students.
Like many, I bought into the mythology of
schooling as an investment into some undefined future, where all these “standards”
and “competencies” would eventually “pay
dividends”. The perennial question, “Mister,
why we gotta learn this?” led to any number of contrived answers on my part, until
eventually it became: “You don’t. It actually
doesn’t matter at all.” This became especially clear at my last school, where students
were forced to choose between coming to
class or doing things that were more essential, like raising their own kids, caring for
family, or working to survive.
We attempted a participatory action
research (PAR) project around the local im12
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pacts of climate change, and I was very intentional about helping students make connections to their lives here and now, rather
than polar bears standing on shrinking
ice caps hundreds of miles away, ten years
from now. We made connections between
redlining and urban heat islands, between
disinvestment and environmental racism,
between higher temperatures and increased
asthma rates. Yet still, on a good day, I saw
maybe 20% of my students. Not because
they didn’t care, but because the system
demanded they spend their time elsewhere,
for more immediate returns on their labor.
Sustainability can’t simply mean a
“green” continuation of the current system — cleaner, more efficient ways to
squeeze out just a bit more: labor, energy,
resources, blood. It’s not enough to “reduce
our carbon footprint” or get to “net zero”,
some neutral zone where harm and repair
cancel each other out. Our work needs to
be net-positive: to be about healing, regeneration, reparations — of centuries of harm
done to people, communities, and the planet — and replacing systems of oppression
and extraction with collective lifeways that
uplift and liberate all of us.
This has to start with those who have
borne the largest share of the burden: Indigenous, Black, Brown, and immigrant communities — dispossessed of land, exploited
for labor, and forcefully situated at the nexus of environmental racism, state violence,
and carceral control. And let’s not forget the
poor white folx: ground up by the mechanisms of production and spit back out with

chronic illnesses like black lung, or endemic
hatred, for the very same people with whom
they should find common cause.
The moment demands a mass mobilization of people and collective will,
which means bridging gaps in knowledge,
resources, understanding, and empathy. In
our conversations, and in our work around
sustainability, we have to integrate those
things which support and affirm our rights
to healthy, dignified lives, so we even have
the capacity to take on something so grandiose as “saving the planet”.
As one concrete example, consider
urban agriculture. Converting hardscape
to food-bearing green spaces, as we see
through the work of North Philly Peace
Park, the Philadelphia Orchard Project,
Urban Tree Connection, and others, tackles several problems at once: 1) mitigating
the heat island effect, 2) absorbing excess
groundwater and cleansing watersheds,
3) improving air quality, 4) capturing carbon, and saving the most obvious for last:

5) feeding hungry people — here in the
“poorest big city in America”.
Last count, Philly has around 40,000
vacant lots. How much additional acreage
controlled by universities — ever more gobbled up through gentrification and the false
promise of “opportunity zones” — could be
committed to projects that restore people
and planet? Imagine the opportunities for
real, life-affirming education, jobs, and
food, at a time where access to all three have
been severely crippled by the COVID-19
pandemic.
I don’t want a student to ever again ask
me “Why we gotta learn this?” Because I
am determined that any work we do, and
whatever we’re learning together, be firmly
intertwined with the experience of prosperous living. Not just for ourselves, but for
our communities and the environments in
which we’re all situated. Not just in the moment, or in the short term, but forever.
This, to me, is real “education for
sustainability”.

Kermit O is a fourth-generation Philadelphian and longtime educator. A former
teacher turned school abolitionist, he has set his sights on the infrastructure and
sociopolitical systems placed between people and land, tying up our labor, polluting
our environments, disrupting ecosystems, driving desperate migrations, and fueling
the climate crisis. He is exploring land-based pedagogy and participatory action
research, toward a practice of justice, regeneration, and liberation.

Editor’s note: For those reading this in print, the online version of this essay includes links to resources
mentioned by the author. [www.sustainlv.org/focus-on/education-for-sustainability]
You can find more of Kermit O’s thinking and work on his blog.
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Unlearning What We’re Taught in School
Clare Meehan

A

s a third grader, I remember
re-creating the first Thanksgiving,
making teepee and wigwam structures. It was fun and lighthearted. We even
had a special day for us to excitedly share
our creations with our parents.
In sixth grade, I participated in ‘Latin
American Day’, where the whole grade dedicated a day to holding a market. Students
brought in stereotypical market items, like
god’s eyes, ponchos, and other small arts and
crafts items to sell. We were given pesos and
went around bargaining for knick knacks.
In high school, I was taught about Reaganomics, briefly learning about American
Indian warfare, and the positives of the
United Fruit Company. The scary part is
that I didn’t see a problem with this until
several years later. If I had not chosen to
study Latin America and human rights in
college, I might have lived my life remembering those days as fun, cute, and pleasant.
How do my classmates remember these
days? Will they grow up to be the majority
of Americans — white, upper middle class,
privileged people blind to the realities of
our history? Suddenly, the America I know
makes a bit more sense. We grow up to be
what we were taught to be.
When I reflect on this education now,
I feel sick. I constantly and intentionally
have to unlearn things I was taught and find
ways to rethink learning. I have always been
told to question everything, but how do
you question your entire education and its
validity? Was I taught to be racist without
knowing it? I am confident there were racist
14
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aspects of my education, not only in history
classes, but in the books we read in English
classes, the art and music we studied, and
the expectations of having a computer,
clothing, money to pay for books and AP
exams, and more.
How should third-graders be taught
about indigenous history? Is there a right
way to tell a seven-year-old that their country is founded on a colonial genocide? At
some point, regardless of whether we are
seven or seventeen, students here in the
U.S. should learn about the bloodshed and
atrocities committed. Perhaps third-graders should not learn all the details, but they
also should not be deceived and taught cultural appropriation.
How do you teach and learn about
genocides that are not even called a genocide in that country? If Guatemala cannot
call what happened in the 1980s a genocide,
and cannot bring those political leaders
to justice, how should that be taught to
students? Colonial genocides were centuries ago, but the genocides throughout the
Americas that the United States government catalyzed are still pertinent today.
Survivors are alive, and human rights trials
are ongoing.
Who decides what to glaze over and
what to stress in the curriculum? How can
students further their own understanding
and determine the questions that will actually matter? Although I could ask 50 more
unanswerable questions, I’m not sure that
would be productive.

Latin American history is almost entirely left out of the K-12 curriculum. The role
of the U.S. in Latin American political history goes unknown to most Americans, and
one only finds out about it through more
specific undergraduate and graduate studies.
President Reagan, a key figure in the military coups and the corruption of the United
Fruit Company, only is taught as “bellicose”
and through his economic progress made.
The revised curriculum for AP (Advanced
Placement) classes in U.S. History removed
that specific term from the curriculum, but
still did not include any of his racist policies or problematic interventions in Latin
America. Some criticize the new framework
proposed as “a radically revisionist view of
American history that emphasizes negative
aspects of our nation’s history while omitting or minimizing positive aspects”, but the
new curriculum still lacks discourse on the
true meaning of colonialism.
If I were to play the word game in high
school, and someone said “colonialism”, the
first thing I would have said was, “Native
Americans.” For students to learn the true
meaning of colonialism, curriculum, teachers, and administrators need to change.

Teachers have the power to shape their students’ perspectives. To teach about colonial
history, creativity can be brought into the
classroom — perhaps an art, writing, an
independent research project, or through
geography and mapping its history.
All too often students are taught a
hegemonic perspective on Latin American
history, further widening the gap between
the Global North and South. This increases
the nationalistic mindset in America, and
inherently results in a politically divided
country. The question therefore arises, how
should students be educated on different
truths of American history? History is
subjective and up to the writers, so who
gets to decide what to write and how to
teach future generations? My education was
determined by white, American historians
who thus shaped my perspectives on history
as well.
If reflecting on your own education
raises similar concerns, maybe you can start
by looking up the Ponce massacre in Puerto
Rico, the burning of the Spanish embassy
in Guatemala, and the burning of the Hogar Seguro Virgen de Asunción.

Clare Meehan is a senior at Lafayette College studying international affairs
and psychology, with a specific focus on human rights in Latin America. Beyond
academics, she loves art and music and works to apply both to social justice issues.

Editor’s note: The online version of this essay includes references.

[www.sustainlv.org/focus-on/unlearning-what-were-taught-in-school]
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What Darkness Reveals

What Darkness Reveals
Rebecca Canright
I had forgotten how magic
Those tall black spires are at night
Looming like cathedrals

Unnamed white gull
Today, walking to feed donkey
Down quiet road.

In soft, muted daylight

Sailing leaves rest,

Gulls call over water

Moist ground-carpet.

Over pine forest
Over whispered fernsong
Unknown to us.
Ripples on water, estuary
Has tides, too

Lilting wind chime sings as I peer
At perhaps a spruce
Her needle-fans flat and turquoise-green.
Knowing a language I
Have yet to learn

Young eagle shrieks –
Echoes my amazement
At Mystery held here
Deep November green
Doug firs peel high,
Air filled with quivering water. Sleep,
Dark-eyed junco,

Rebecca Canright’s love of animals and the natural world comes largely from
growing up on an organic farm in central New Jersey. She studied environmental
studies and French at Evergreen State College in Olympia, Washington.

Tremble soft and quiet on dry branch.
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It’s Time to Build Back Fossil Free!
Lindsay Meiman

O

n Saturday afternoons, I visit
the farmer’s market in New York
City’s Union Square: walking my
dog, dropping off my compost, and picking
up our regions’ finest produce and goods.
And every week I pass the climate clock
as it continues to wind down, a regular
reminder of the stark reality of the climate
crisis on the same streets Superstorm Sandy flooded over eight years ago.
As mapped out in the 2018 IPCC special report on Global Warming of 1.5°C, we
are already experiencing 1°C of warming,
and we have less than a decade to turn
around the worst of the climate crisis.
So here we find ourselves, in midst
the climate decade. As our communities
face the compound crises of COVID-19,
economic and racial injustice, and climate
disasters, transformative climate action
offers the opportunity to tackle the root
of these pandemics: moving off fossil fuels
toward community-led 100% renewable
energy solutions.
Every single institution — from Lehigh
Valley community organizations and insti-

tutions to the Biden administration — has
a responsibility to ensure that we tackle the
root of the climate crisis and build a world
that puts people and planet first.
As far back as the 1970s, fossil fuel
companies like Exxon knew about the reality of the climate crisis. Instead of telling
the rest of us, company executives ignored
their own scientists’ warnings, buried the
science, raised the height on their oil rigs
anticipating sea level rise, and embarked on
a decades-long and ongoing campaign of
deception, delay, and doubt.
We lost four pivotal years of potential
climate action under the Trump administration, faced with a deluge of attacks on
our climate and communities as they lined
the oily pockets of the already-ultra-wealthy
at the expense of our health and safety.
Our work now is to reverse Trump’s targeted environmental destruction, go beyond
to secure bold and inclusive climate action,
and rebuild a truly just and representative
democracy, responsive to the will of the
people — not of privilege, greed, and racism.
Fossil fuels companies have profited off

climate destruction, and it’s time to make
polluters pay.
Our communities — particularly
Black, Indigenous, poor, and communities
of color — are bearing the brunt of those
lies. From climate impacts like deadly
heat, extreme winters, year-round fires,
and record-breaking hurricanes, to the
environmental injustices of pollution and
extraction, communities are owed climate
reparations — direct resources and services
to rebuild and recover.
There’s good news: over half of people
in America support bold and transformative governmental action, as well as
making polluters pay for their destruction.
The fact that fossil fuel companies are purposefully destroying our planet means that
an alternative is possible — one centered in
collective community care.

Our communities elected Joe Biden
and Kamala Harris to be real climate leaders. They’ve already stopped the Keystone
XL pipeline and re-joined the global Paris
climate agreement, and now it’s up to all
of us to make sure they follow through on
climate action at the scale that science and
justice demand.
We can’t just build back better, we
need to build back fossil free. This means
immediate action: (1) pass a climate test on
all new fossil fuel infrastructure; (2) reject
permits for the Line 3 and Dakota Access
Pipelines; and (3) ask Attorney Generals to
investigate the Fossil Fuel industry.
Now is our time to leap toward a just recovery and fully transform our society into
a true democracy where the will of all the
people determines the actions of our leaders.

Lindsay (she/her) is a third-generation Jewish New Yorker currently serving as the U.S.
Communications Manager with 350.org, a global climate organization and movement
working to end the era of fossil fuels and usher in a 100% renewable energy economy.
Lindsay graduated from Lehigh University in 2014, where she studied the intersections
of Economics and Environmental Studies. She worked with the Alliance for Sustainable
Communities to have the Bethlehem Area School District’s adopt a comprehensive
Climate and Sustainability Commitment. You can find her on twitter @lindsaymeim14.

Photo by Lindsay Meiman
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About the Alliance – Vision and Goals

Do You Belong Here? Miranda Davis

Do You Belong Here?

About the Alliance

Alliance Goals
The Alliance is dedicated to a sustainable, regenerative society, community sustainability, and holistic approaches to the environment, social justice,
health, participatory democracy, and local economies. We are committed to
active, collaborative approaches that work for long-term positive outcomes.
Goals

To create more equitable and livable communities, the Alliance and its
members work to:
1. Protect the natural environment on which our communities depend
2. Protect and extend fundamental rights and opportunities throughout the range of human diversity
3. Promote broad, meaningful participation in decision-making to advance community interests and ensure that communities can assert
their rights as a higher priority than corporations claim for themselves
4. Foster strong local economies that provide secure and fulfilling livelihoods, foster enjoyable community life, work in harmony with nature, and strengthen the viability of independent local businesses
and farms
5. Encourage people to consume food that is whole, locally produced,
and grown in ways that sustain and rebuild soil, water, wildlife, vegetation, and the lives of all of us
6. Promote discussion, education, and understanding of ways to maximize the health of individuals and communities. By working towards
these goals, the Alliance aspires to accomplish the broader purposes
that led to its formation in 2003.

Visit our website for the complete Vision and Mission
and the full Declaration of Principles.

Miranda Davis
I am a Graphic Design/Illustration student at East Stroudsburg University.
My work is a love letter to the black community and an acknowledgment of
the trials found within and how the absolute comfort of the privileged majority
prevents a seat at the table for minorities.

Also see:
• About the Alliance........................................................... 7
• About the Alliance –Rethinking Education................. 37
• About the Alliance – How the Alliance Began.............. 51
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Art by Clare Meehan

Clare Meehan
Clare Meehan

Exploring the beauty and complexity of the mind and the paradox of freedom — frequently
desired, but difficult for people to escape the confines of their thoughts and mind.

This three-part painting explores the power of the eyes, but may have quite a different meaning for women who wear the hijab, which has led to vicious discrimination here in the U.S.
Editors’ note: Clare’s bio appears on page 15

Editors’ note: Clare’s bio appears on page 15
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Sustainability & Health Begin With Holistic Birth
Steve Hoog

A

fter years of working in the Holistic Health field and working
on issues of sustainability, I have
come to the conclusion that a key to the
human race living in a sustainable relationship to earth is the ability to bond
with the earth — to be in union with the
earth, to comprehend others’ needs, and
to intuitively understand how to facilitate
getting those needs met. When one has
the right mindset, one knows what to do.
But before one can bond with the earth one
needs to bond with their mother at birth.
The choices made before birth, at birth, and
immediately after birth play a large part
in determining how the child will relate to
other humans and to the environment.
In 1979, the state of California funded a
study to look into the root causes of crime,
violence, and related consequences. The
study, An Ounce of Prevention — Toward an
Understanding of the Causes of Violence, concluded that the greatest cause of these issues in society was the violence done to infants and mothers at birth, the main cause
of the rise in drug abuse, suicide, abandonment and abuse of infants and children,
family collapse, deterioration of schooling
and social disintegration in general. Other
studies since then have reinforced this connection. If this is true then it might be important to examine birthing practices more
generally to find the most beneficial way to
create a positive experience for mothers, babies and ultimately the society at large. Dr.
Michel Odent, a noted French obstetrician
who has promoted home births and the use
24
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of midwives states “If the planet remains
inhabitable —a hypothesis we must not
eliminate — it implies that ‘Homo Superpredator ‘ will eventually be overtaken by
‘Homo Ecologicus’. This will be characterized by a propensity to unite and establish
a global awareness and by an ability to
develop a fundamental respect for Mother
Earth. The most urgent problems Humanity has to face are all related to different
aspects of the capacity to love, including a
compassionate interest for the unborn generations.” He is concerned about the human
species if we do not reverse the cultural
preference for hospital birthing, which
rests on the false assumption that it is safer.
Attitude plays an important role in making
birthing decisions. Dr. Monika Lukesch, a
psychologist at Constantine University in
Frankfurt, Germany, did a study following 2,000 women through pregnancy and
birth. Mothers who were most positive and
looking forward to creating a family had the
healthiest children, physically and mentally,
at birth and afterward. Other studies have
shown that poor attitude can result in poor
health, fear, behavioral problems, gastrointestinal issues, lethargy, and emotional
disturbances. But what attitude is it that
drives women to give birth in a hospital?
In the United States 95% of births are in
hospitals, but maternal and infant death
rates in the US are consistently among the
highest in the world. Hospital interventions that are often used have been shown
to cause birth trauma and lifelong physical
and emotional scars that show up as fear,

hate, or envy. On the other hand, countries with the highest usage of midwives at
birth have the lowest death rates and lower
amounts of trauma.
Inherent in a positive birth is the “fetal
ejection reflex” controlled by the rear brain.
When allowed to take over it assures a relatively pain-free, smooth, and exhilarating
birth. Along with that is the secretion of
oxytocin, which activates contractions,
activates the “milk ejection reflex” for
breastfeeding, and creates in the mother a
feeling of love towards her baby. Neocortical activity, where the mother’s forebrain
is stimulated with talking or other activity,
can lengthen labor and create more pain.
Hospital birth procedures seem to violate
all of these natural rules. Fetal monitoring,
for example, has been shown to result in
more cesarean births, which create more
difficulties in bonding, reduce the amount
of microbiota needed for the immune
system, and don’t allow for squeezing out
of lung fluid. Odent emphasized that our
capacity for love — of ourselves, others and

Mother Earth — depends on not interfering with natural processes in the perinatal
period. Worldwide, cultures that show the
greatest levels of aggression and the ability
to destroy life are also the cultures that
interrupt this early development of a close
loving mother-child relationship.
Pregnancies are a reliving of the whole
evolutionary process of moving from water to land, the precursor of moving from
womb to the air environment at birth. This
can be seen as part of a process where a
primal force guides the mother and baby
through a birth process similar to the way
other animals do it. If we refrain as much as
possible from controlling the situation and
have the courage to trust nature, the birth
has a better chance of going smoothly. We
also need to re-establish the spiritual nature
of birth, and this can be a way to live the
rest of our lives if we allow it to play out. By
being patient and having confidence in the
natural way, we can facilitate bonded families who will love the earth and live in a way
that does not destroy it.

Steve is a Macrobiotic Dietary Counselor and Shiatsu Practitioner
with skills in Cranio-Sacral work, Lymphatic Drainage, Meridian
Emotional Release, and occasional Wild Food Walks.

Editor’s note: References are available in the online version of this essay.

[www.sustainlv.org/focus-on/sustainability-health-begin-with-holistic-birth]
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Three short poems
Rebecca Canright

Crimson leaves fallen down now
A few linger
When do they know
It’s time to let
Go
?

Sound of wind’s theatrics
Different
Through tree’s
bare winter branches

20/20 Vision: Eyes On Hunger
In the 2013 documentary on hunger in America, A Place at the Table, Barbie,
a single mother from Philadelphia, implores the viewer “Do you see me? I exist.”
Barbie does exist and continues to speak out as a hunger activist who struggles to
feed her family. Forty million other Americans also struggle to put food on their
tables — a local, regional and national problem. Every month in Easton as many as
4,200 people get free emergency food at ten Easton pantries.
20 / 20 Vision: Eyes on Hunger invited high-school student artists in the Lehigh
Valley to create original art reflecting their point of view on the social justice and
environmental issues of hunger. Nancy Walters from the Easton Hunger Coalition
provided information on local hunger issues and impacts, and the students were helped
by local artists Aine McDevitt, Don Wilson, Jackie Lima, Tom Maxfield and Anna
Kodama, working under the guidance of Keri Maxfield, Art Director at Nurture
Nature Center. Each student's work reflects one of “twelve self-evident truths about
hunger” that served as a framework for the campaign.
Due to the pandemic, the final exhibit was done as a video, which is available
on the Easton Hunger Coalition website.

Deep mycelium threads
Down

Down Seven layers

Beneath. Like a peeled
onion, you
wake up in that

Deepest brain-cavern

Editors’ note: Rebecca’s bio appears on page 17 with her longer poem, ‘What Darkness Reveals’
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For more information about 2020 Vision: Eyes On Hunger and the 12 Self-Evident Truths, please
visit Easton Hunger Coalition online. [eastonhungercoalition.org/2020-vision-eyes-on-hunger.html]
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Emmarose Biason
I’m sixteen years old, and I attend the Lehigh Valley Charter High School for the
Arts as part of their visual arts program. I’ve been painting for almost as long as I can
remember, but I especially enjoy working in the acrylic medium. In my free time, I like
to read fantasy novels, sing, curl up with a mug of hot cocoa, and, regrettably, spend too
much time with my dear friend Netflix.
Hunger comes in all different forms, from food insecurity to starvation to tightened
smiles and deciding between gasoline and groceries. There are so many people who this
system has failed, and there is no excuse. Your worth is not defined by how much you can
afford to buy at Giant. We need to do more. This project has helped me see more of the
people that society tries so desperately to sweep under the rug. This project has helped me
reignite my compassion, and taught me ways that I can do more to help. I’m truly hopeful
that it can do something similar for anyone who sees it.

In addition to her individual contribuition, Emmarose was a partner in 20/20 VISION:
Eyes On Hunger and created the image on the facing page as cover art for the brochure.
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Raven Blake
I am 16-years-old, in10th Grade at Easton Area High School
While I have worked on many art projects—for school and personal enjoyment—no
project has ever been like this one. I was finally able to paint a picture (literally) for everyone
to see a real, growing issue in our community: hunger. It was such a learning experience for
me, and I assume for my peers as well, to see the effects of hunger on our community and
communities alike. I’ve learned that this isn’t something that’s meant to be swept under
the rug, and it’s something that we need to take action on. Before this campaign, I never
gave a thought to the amount of people who go to food drives every day or people who rely
on services like Food Stamps and WIC. It was a very exciting and powerful experience to
work with the artists, students, and activists — and I would love to do it again someday.
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Ophelia LeFay

A. J. Lao
I am a freshman at CHARTS. I like to experiment with media and subject matter,
but I always find myself leaning towards character creation and worldbuilding within my
art. I took a lot of inspiration from the statistic of hunger within the community, and
especially with the inclusion of the statement it was based on. Now that it is complete, I
find that the imperfection in society is exactly what needs to be acknowledged. Although
my contribution to this project may seem minute, it is part of a much larger impact.
Media: Digital Media created on Procreate
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Hi! My name is Ophelia Le Fay. I’m 17 years old and currently a junior attending Parkland High School. I started my years as a graphic artist in elementary school. My passion
for video games and cartoons as a child has adapted me into my own style of art, which was
inspired by the bounciest of characteristics and the happiest of moving 2D graphics. Ever
since the beginning, I always wanted to inspire people with my own creations, and this piece
right here should be my start.
Where should I start? I had too many ideas creating this piece! I wanted to give some
sort of symbolism to the background, yes? The darkness that surrounds the atmosphere
and the insides of the cupboards/cabinets is supposed to resemble its emptiness. The red
that is displayed on the furnishings is supposed to resemble the term “urgent.” The emptiness comes with consequences, especially hunger. Just in case you were wondering, the boy’s
name is Ferguson (Fergie, for short)! I thought including one of my many boys in the project
would make the project much more enjoyable to create.
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Zachary Nye
Sophia Lynch
Living in Bethlehem, PA, I am a 15 year old sophomore art student attending Lehigh
Valley Charter High School for the Arts. I enjoy science, art, reading, and films. I love to
learn new things and improve every day. I hope one day to be a doctor and take action to
help people where I can, while still creating art on the side.
I am so proud to have a small part in such an important mission. The piece I created was
centered around the self-evident truth, “When we break bread together, Easton thrives.”
This truth can be found anywhere, and is especially abundant in our homes, where we can
feel the love of family/friends that helps us thrive. Coming from the broken bread in the
center is a bright light that shines throughout Easton. This is my way of saying Easton can
find this self-evident truth in its community.
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My name is Zachary Nye, I am a young, and growing artist! I currently attend Charter Arts High school as a visual art student; since attending there I have applied my learnings to every piece I work on! I love drawing nature and landscapes and look to inspire
young ones to try and explore the world of visual art. Until working with the Hunger
Coalition, I never looked at hunger in our community the way I do now. My eyes have
been opened and I hope this exhibit will open yours!
This piece is to show how put-to-the-side hunger is in our community... it is a sad
truth. While someone is out dining at a restaurant, at that same time someone could be
behind the restaurant eating what they throw out. In my piece the outside is in black and
white showing how left out the man in the alley is. While the man inside is completely ignoring or doesn’t even know he is there. I truly believe in the idea that “Everyone deserves
a place at the table.” I hope my piece inspires you to do more with your food and look at
hungry people with compassion!
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Kaia O’Brien
I am 15 years old and live in Easton, Pennsylvania. I have always liked and enjoyed art
since a young age. My mom is an artist as well and I think she’s the reason I became so
interested in art. I do many different kinds of art such as digital, painting, drawing and
sometimes just doodling. My friends helped me explore what kinds of art I liked to do
and the aesthetic that revolved around it.
The piece that I made had two sides of a story. One side involves a family picking
apples from a full, blooming tree, with a bright blue sky. They have already collected a ton
of apples and put them in a basket. On the other side it’s quite the opposite: it is another
family trying to pick apples on a gloomy day with a dead tree and there are no apples left
besides one — which is way out of reach. The point of this painting is to show that some
people have a much easier life and can provide food for their family without a problem.
Other people may struggle providing consistent healthy meals. Everyone wants their children to have healthy consistent meals, but that’s easier said than done.
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Benny Stinson
I’m 15 years old, I attend Charter Arts High School and I enjoy sewing and painting!
I’m glad I got to participate in this. It shed a light on an issue I — and many others — aren’t normally thinking of. I’m hopeful this piece, as well as those by the rest of the
group, will continue to promote the issue so more changes can be made.
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About the Alliance –Rethinking Education
About the Alliance

Rethinking Education
We think that schools often downplay the concepts and practices of sustainability. Because many students have a strong interest in exploring these ideas, the
Alliance has created internship opportunities, materials to help guide teachers in K-12 schools, and opportunities for community learning and reskilling.
Internships for College Students
Since 2004, more than 135 students — from all six Lehigh Valley colleges and
universities — have worked on projects as diverse as campus sustainability, climate action, healthy food for healthy communities, climate & sustainability for teachers, sustainable business, community and restorative justice
systems, and community planning for resilience and sustainability. These internships help students develop their ideas and explore alternatives to ‘business as usual’. We also offer summer internships (For more information, go to
internships.sustainlv.org.) Note: While these internships are designed for college students, they are also available to highly-motivated high-school students.
Schools Initiatives
We have developed interdisciplinary, experiential teaching guides to encourage and help teachers. In 2017, we published Let’s Talk About Climate!, to encourage and assist teachers to make climate and sustainability a major focus
across all subject areas and grade levels, using inquiry-based approaches. We
are working on similar initiatives for teaching about community-based and
restorative justice systems and about healthy food for healthy communities.
Films and Politics
Led by Faramarz Farbod, professor of Political Science at Moravian College,
participants view and discuss a different film each time (over 100 films as of
this writing) — and it’s free and open to the public! The average session includes
10–15 people, but upwards of eighty persons have attended some sessions.

Join us in working for more sustainable communities!

Rokia Whitehouse
I live in Bethlehem and am currently a sophomore at Charter School for the Arts.
For Left Behind, I wanted to illustrate how cities spend money on urban development
to make the places people, and tourists especially, see everyday more appealing, but issues
within the community, such as hunger, are hidden and ignored. Though the city may appear prosperous, there are many people who have been left behind and cannot have that
prosperity for themselves.
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Also see:
• About the Alliance........................................................... 7
• About the Alliance – Vision and Goals.......................... 20
• About the Alliance – How the Alliance Began.............. 51
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Me and my plastic army Matt Wolf
Me and my plastic army

Me and my plastic army
Matt Wolf
Look at me!!

I feel sad for those sea creatures I choke

at the top of this tree

but I guess that’s the price they pay for convenience

it took a while to latch on

plus I can be re-used, and re-used, and re-used,

and show my dominance

and re-used, and re-used, and re-used

but now I am here to stay

heck, I’ll probably outlast the user

me and my plastic army

ubiquitous carrying books, groceries
shirts, candy, and other junk

they can easily carry themselves!!
And I have them all fooled

think of that!! my own plastic planet
wouldn’t that be great

except whose stuff would I carry then? I mean… I might get bored?!
Hmmm, I need to re-think this plan

the answer is probably up here somewhere

they hand out bags because

in the upper realm of the ether

they feel like if they don’t

it isn’t good customer service

blowing in the wind

Brilliant!! I couldn’t have thought of that one myself.
Look at me soar

the tops of trees display
my rightful place

I can’t be thrown away, disappeared and therefore stopped
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Matt Wolf is a Poet, Mindfulness Instructor, and
Information Technician. He is author of the poetry and
photography book “A Journey”. Matt teaches Mindfulness
and Poetry workshops to local students of all ages.
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Reimagining Justice in the Lehigh Valley Cecilia Khorrami
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Reimagining Justice in the Lehigh Valley
Cecelia Khorrami

T

he Lehigh Valley Justice Institute
(LVJI) launched in December
2020 to develop a reimagined
criminal justice system that is equitable and
fair for all. The Institute was an outgrowth
of the Color of Justice organization that
has been working to bring attention to local
criminal justice issues. Several Color of
Justice members saw the need for an academic-level institute to conduct data-driven
research on the various processes of the
criminal justice complex and their effect on
our communities. With a generous pledge
of multi-year support from the Unfinished
Business Foundation, LVJI is building a
solid community base for its mission of
research, policy development, and advocacy.
As part of our long-range research collaborative, faculty members from Muhlenberg
College, Lafayette College, Lehigh University, and Penn State University are taking a
comprehensive look at the criminal justice
system in the Lehigh Valley through the
lens of structural racism, crime, and justice. Studying Lehigh and Northampton
Counties affords our team the opportunity
to take a “deep dive” into the intricacies
of all aspects of the justice system, from
policing, to the court processes, to jail
conditions, to re-entry programs, to probation and parole. Since the Lehigh Valley
is often seen as a microcosm of the nation,
we believe the solutions we craft also could
be implemented in other communities. As
we follow the data to lay out the case for
change, we believe our arguments will resonate with a wide cross-section of the public.
LVJI, along with many like-minded orga40
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nizations, tackles important issues related
to policing, charging decisions, bail and
pretrial decisions, court proceedings, and
sentencing. Through research, policy, and
advocacy, LVJI works to uncover the most
jarring criminal justice issues right in our
own backyard. In order to create safe, sustainable outcomes for a reimagined criminal justice system, we utilize data-driven
research and the shared expertise of activists, attorneys, academics, researchers, and
formerly-incarcerated individuals.
From the first point of contact to the aftermath of arrest and conviction, and every
step in between, LVJI identifies aspects of
the criminal justice system that have damaged our community rather than sustained
it. LVJI especially considers those who are
most pressed by structural inequity, making
them the priority that drives the reimagined system. From its inception, the American criminal justice system has been rooted
in racism and oppression — bolstered by
the wording of the 13th Amendment and
resultant Jim Crow laws. For example, black
Americans are jailed at five times the rate of
white Americans. This disproportionately
targets people of color and people who lack
resources to escape the cycle. We continue
to endure the strain of this dark past. The
U.S. holds the world’s highest incarceration
rate per capita and the third-highest recidivism rate. By identifying the multilayered
roots of each issue, and creating alternatives
to a failed system, we can promote an equitable and community based justice system.
We asked board members at LVJI
about the justice process and sustainability.

Bob Walden, Treasurer of LVJI, replied
“Our criminal ‘ justice’ system is not sustainable. Period. Our system of policing,
militarism, and mass incarceration is built
on systemic racism, white supremacy, and
economic exploitation. Ultimately, the
criminal justice system needs to be replaced
with violence prevention, active nonviolent
intervention, and restorative justice practices. The transition requires ending destructive attitudes and practices that have been
centuries in the making, and will require
sustained collaborative work among many
people and organizations. LVJI documents
the destructive aspects of our existing system of mass incarceration and advocates for
policy changes that will help to mend broken relationships. Acknowledging the truth
about our failed ‘ justice’ system is the first
step toward constructive change.”
According to Joseph Welsh, Executive Director of LVJI, “when families fail,
communities fail.” This is why we must
provide our community with alternative
emergency response teams such as social
workers and mental health professionals
trained to de-escalate issues. In addition,
he states “Emergency response models that
de-escalate problems in our neighborhoods,
rather than escalate them, lead to sustainable communities.” If our system does not
serve to rehabilitate or respond mindfully
to community needs, we cannot succeed in
sustaining our community.
Board member and criminal defense
attorney Ed Angelo, who co-chairs LVJI’s

Police Reform Committee, reminds us of
the essence we channel with our organization, which drives LVJI’s passion. According to Ed, “The Inauguration Poet, Amanda
Gorman, reminded us that hope too gives
us courage to stay on course and not accept
anything but a fully reimagined criminal
justice system that focuses on compassion,
empathy, and benevolence, rather than retribution.”
Although the criminal justice system
is currently unsustainable, LVJI believes
in the potential of creating a sustainable,
restorative justice system that can promote
sustainable communities — but the work
still needs to be done. Progressive criminal
justice policies oriented around safety and
quality of life — like the ones present in
Nordic countries — serve as an effective
model for sustainability, by focusing heavily
on rehabilitation and humane conditions.
In addition, there is an emphasis on overall
quality of life and equitable distribution of
resources and social services.
Creating a reimagined system in the
Valley is challenging, yet possible. Ideally,
the criminal justice system would function
through rehabilitation rather than punishment, as this would allow individuals to have
a smooth, safe, and successful reentry into
society. In this way, a reimagined system that
serves the interests of the community leads
to greater sustainability. Rehabilitation over
penalization would promote sustainable
living — both now and for the future.

Cecelia is a recent graduate of Moravian College holding a B.A. in
Political Science and Peace and Justice Studies, a unique, self-designed
major. She is passionate about social justice and research and is now the
Administrative Coordinator for the Lehigh Valley Justice Institute.
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Summer Solstice at Rodale Victoria Lawrence

Summer Solstice at Rodale

Organizations that Promote
Sustainable Communities

Victoria Lawrence (cover artist for this issue)
Born in Eastern Pennsylvania, Victoria was initiated by her grandmother, Oma, who taught
her to paint and draw, fostering a talent that would become a part of her life path. On a mission to involve art in her vocation from the time she started working, she has enjoyed a wide
variety of jobs including graphic artist, tattoo artist, custom framing sales, gallery operator,
art festival vendor, face painter, fine art sales, and visionary artist. “I see no boundaries in art.
I create what I love and in return, what I create gives me love — by leading me into the most
meaningful connections and synchronicities. Experience this healing artwork and discover a
reflection of your soul.”
As Vernal awakening collides with Summer’s vibrance,
Life returns in full at Rodale Institute.
Hidden among the rolling hills of Kutztown,
This organic farm is a well-spring of diversity.
Truly, a gift that is both ‘to’ and ‘ from’ Nature.

See the following pages for an index of organizations that promote sustainable communities, arranged
by the areas in which they work. Detailed information for each organization is available on our
online directory. [www.sustainlv.org/publications/sustainable-lehigh-valley/sustainable-lv-directory-listings/]

New Listings

-

Afros in Nature

afrosinnature@gmail.com
NON-PROFIT COLLECTIVE

Celebrating the Sun, Abundance, and Interconnection,
this work captures a momentary glimpse
of a turning point in the cycle of time.
Flowers exploding with color, inviting pollinators,
Together, their precious work becomes our future stability.

-

Lehigh Valley Justice Institute

100 N 3rd Street, #504
Easton, PA 18042

Tired of reading on screen?
Can’t find a copy in your favorite shop?
Readers of the print edition say they love holding the booklet in their
hands, that it’s much more enjoyable than reading on screen.
Subscribe and we will send you a PDF copy as soon as it’s done and mail
the printed Sustainable Lehigh Valley booklet as soon as they’re back
from the printer!
Donate $12 or more and we’ll mail the next two issues directly to you!
(U.S. addresses only) [www.sustainlv.org/publications/sustainable-lehigh-valley]
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As a collective, we are working to create a non-profit café, utilize the green growing space, and educate people on growing
their own food. We’re also exploring programs to help early
childhood learners build a relationship with nature, as well as
a leadership program to help teens and young adults build a
successful life journey, based on fostering creativity and potential entrepreneurial paths. In the spring, we hope to open the
Café and have outdoor recreation accessible to all, such as bike
rides with CAT, paddle-boarding with Miss Melanie Yoga, and
Community Yoga Classes in partnership with The Yoga Loft.

Phone: 484-544-4125
Email: info@lvji.org
www.lvji.org

The Lehigh Valley Justice Institute is an independent nonpartisan research, policy, and advocacy organization working to
develop and promote a reimagined criminal justice system that
is equitable and fair for all. The Institute employs a data-driven approach focused on the criminal justice processes of the
Lehigh Valley area of Pennsylvania.

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION

-

Lehigh Valley Stands Up

Contact: Ashleigh Strange Lehigh Valley Stands Up (LVSU) a grassroots multi-racial
Phone: 484-635-6650

working class force for transformative political change.

Email: info@lvstandsup.org
NON PROFIT ORGANIZ ATION
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Organizations that Promote Sustainable Communities
For detailed listings and contact information, see our online directory.
www.sustainlv.org/publications/sustainable-lehigh-valley/sustainable-lv-directory-listings

Activism & Engagement
(also see Climate Action)

ACLU of Pennsylvania – Greater Lehigh Valley
Alliance for Sustainable Communities.................. 7
Berks Gas Truth
Community Env. Legal Defense Fund (CELDF)
Good Government PA
Lehigh Valley Gas Truth
LEPOCO Peace Center
Nurture Nature Center
PEACE-Youth
Pennsylvania Community Rights Network
POWER Lehigh Valley
Tackling T.I.N.A.
United Sludge-Free Alliance
Young People Making Peace Summer Day Camp
Essay: Fourth Grade Artists and Activists...... 10
Essay: Save Our Swifts....................................... 8
20/20 Vision: Eyes On Hunger.........................27
Peace, World Affairs
(also see Climate Action)

Stonehedge Gardens
Touchstone Theatre
WDIY 88.1 Lehigh Valley Public Radio, NPR
20/20 Vision: Eyes On Hunger.........................27

Building & Campus Sustainability
Bruce Wilson Contracting (see ad on page 54)
JPT Contracting (see ad on page 54)
Cafés & Restaurants

(See Food – Prepared & Retail)

Civil Liberties / Human Rights
(also see Women’s Rights)

ACLU of Pennsylvania – Greater Lehigh Valley
Alliance for Sustainable Communities.................. 7
Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT Community Center
Hispanic Center Lehigh Valley
Latino Leadership Alliance of the Lehigh Valley
Lehigh Valley Justice Institute.............................. 43
YWCA of Bethlehem
Art: Do You Belong Here?................................. 21
Art by Clare Meehan ...................................... 22
Essay: Global Environmental Justice................ 4
Essay: It’s Time to Build Back Fossil Free!...... 18

King Memorial Project
LEPOCO Peace Center
Young People Making Peace Summer Day Camp
Arts & Culture
Allentown Public Theatre (APT)
Arts Community of Easton
Columcille Megalith Park
Delaware & Lehigh National Heritage Corridor
Easton Mural Project
Godfrey Daniels
Heritage Conservancy
Hispanic Center Lehigh Valley
The Journey Home
Lehigh Valley Arts Council
Lenape Nation of Pennsylvania
Lower Saucon Township Historical Society
Mock Turtle Marionette Theatre
Nurture Nature Center
SouthSide Film Festival & Film Institute

Climate Action
350 Berks & Lehigh Valley Climate Action
Alliance for Sustainable Communities, p. 7
Citizens’ Climate Lobby – Lehigh Valley
Climate Reality Project – Lehigh Valley
Lehigh Valley Stands Up........................................ 43
LV Climate Action Network (LV-CAN)
NCC Climate Action Network
Essay: Global Environmental Justice................ 4
Essay: It’s Time to Build Back Fossil Free!...... 18

Coalition & Partnership-Building
Alliance for Sustainable Communities.................. 7
Arts Community of Easton
Bethlehem Food Co-Op
Buy Fresh Buy Local – Greater Lehigh Valley

For detailed listings and contact information, see our online directory.
www.sustainlv.org/publications/sustainable-lehigh-valley/sustainable-lv-directory-listings
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Friends of Johnston
Hispanic Center Lehigh Valley
Lehigh Valley Arts Council
Lenape Nation of Pennsylvania
Mock Turtle Marionette Theatre
POWER Lehigh Valley
South Side Initiative (SSI)

Kellyn Foundation
Lehigh Gap Nature Center
LV Center for Independent Living (LVCIL)
Mid-Atlantic Renewable Energy Association (MAREA)
Mock Turtle Marionette Theatre
Natural Builders Guild
Nurture Nature Center
Penn State Cooperative Extension Service
Planned Parenthood Keystone
ProJeCt of Easton
Rodale Institute
The Seed Farm
Shanthi Project
Touchstone Theatre
Turning Point of Lehigh Valley
United Sludge-Free Alliance
Wildlands Conservancy
Young People Making Peace Summer Day Camp
YWCA of Bethlehem

20/20 Vision: Eyes On Hunger.........................27

Community Building & Revitalization
Afros in Nature ....................................................... 43
Community Action Committee (CACLV),
Community Action Development Corporations
Easton Area Neighborhood Center
Easton Hunger Coalition
Foodshed Alliance
Friends of Johnston
Heritage Conservancy
Hispanic Center Lehigh Valley
Latino Leadership Alliance of the Lehigh Valley
Lehigh Valley Bartering Community
Little Free Libraries
Neighborhood Health Centers of the LV
Slate Belt Rising
South Side Initiative (SSI)
Stonehedge Gardens

Essay: Education for Sustainability................. 12
Essay: Fourth Grade Artists and Activists...... 10
Essay: Unlearning What We’re Taught in School..
14

Environmental Stewardship
Alliance for Sustainable Communities.................. 7
Bethlehem Backyards for Wildlife
EAC Network | Environmental Advisory Councils
Friends of Johnston
Heritage Conservancy
Jacobsburg Environmental Education Center
Lehigh County Farmland Preservation Program
Lehigh Gap Nature Center
Nurture Nature Center
Penn State Cooperative Extension Service
Pennsylvania Community Rights Network
Pennsylvania Land Trust Association
Sierra Club, Kittatinny Group
Sierra Club, Lehigh Valley Group
Wildlands Conservancy
Watershed Associations
Watershed Coalition of the Lehigh Valley

Essay: Education for Sustainability................. 12

Disabilities and Access
LV Center for Independent Living (LVCIL)
Education, Schools, Training
Afros in Nature...........................................................43
Alliance for Sustainable Communities.................. 7
Bethlehem Backyards for Wildlife
The Caring Place
CAT—Coalition for Appropriate Transportation
Camel’s Hump Farm (see Friends of Johnston)
Center for Humanistic Change
Circle of Seasons Charter School
Colleges & Universities
Delaware & Lehigh National Heritage Corridor
Friends of Johnston
Jacobsburg Environmental Education Center
Hispanic Center Lehigh Valley
International Institute for Restorative Practices
Jacobsburg Environmental Education Center

Essay: Fourth Grade Artists and Activists...... 10
Essay: Save Our Swifts....................................... 8
Poem: What Darkness Reveals........................ 16
Poem: Me and my plastic army.......................38

For detailed listings and contact information, see our online directory.
www.sustainlv.org/publications/sustainable-lehigh-valley/sustainable-lv-directory-listings
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Easton Hunger Coalition
Easton Urban Farm
Hispanic Center Lehigh Valley
Kellyn Foundation
Planned Parenthood Keystone
Shanthi Project

Wildlife

Bethlehem Backyards for Wildlife
Hawk Mountain Sanctuary
Lehigh Valley Audubon Society
Lehigh Valley Bird Town Coalition
Lehigh Valley Zoo
Essay: Fourth Grade Artists and Activists...... 10
Essay: Save Our Swifts....................................... 8
Poem: What Darkness Reveals........................ 16

Food – Farming and CSAs
Agri-Dynamics, Inc. (see ad on page 54)
Alliance for Sustainable Communities.................. 7
Buy Fresh Buy Local – Greater Lehigh Valley
Crooked Row Farm (see ad on page 53)
Easton Urban Farm
Farmers’ Markets
Hunter Hill CSA (see ad on page 54)
Penn State Cooperative Extension Service
PA Assoc. for Sustainable Agriculture (PASA)
Pennsylvania Farmers Union
Plant a Row Lehigh Valley
Rodale Institute
The Seed Farm
United Sludge-Free Alliance
Food Policy
Alliance for Sustainable Communities.................. 7
Easton Hunger Coalition
Foodshed Alliance
Kellyn Foundation
Lehigh Valley Food Policy Council
Second Harvest Food Bank
20/20 Vision: Eyes On Hunger.........................27

Food – Prepared & Retail
Bethlehem Food Co-Op
Frey’s Better Foods (see ad on page 53)
Green Harvest Food Emporium (see ad on page 54)
Jenny’s Kuali (see ad on page 53)
Nature’s Way (see ad on inside front cover)
Health and Wellness
Afros in Nature ....................................................... 43
Beginning Over Foundation
Bethlehem Partnership for a Healthy Community
The Caring Place

Essay: Sustainability & Health Begin With
Holistic Birth...........................................24
20/20 Vision: Eyes On Hunger.......................... 27

Housing and Homelessness
Community Action Committee (CACLV)
Community Action Development Corporations
Easton Area Neighborhood Center
Habitat For Humanity of the Lehigh Valley
Internships
Alliance for Sustainable Communities.................. 7
(also see inside back cover)
Nurture Nature Center
Justice System
ACLU of Pennsylvania – Greater Lehigh Valley
Alliance for Sustainable Communities.................. 7
The Journey Home
Lehigh Valley Justice Institute.................................43
Lehigh Valley Stands Up...........................................43
LEPOCO Peace Center
Land Use and Planning
EAC Network | Environmental Advisory Councils
Friends for the Protection of Lower Macungie
Lehigh County Farmland Preservation Program
South Side Initiative (SSI)
Local Economy
Buy Fresh Buy Local – Greater Lehigh Valley
Community Action Committee (CACLV)
Community Action Development Corporations
Farmers’ Markets
Slate Belt Rising
South Side Initiative (SSI)
Media
Lehigh Valley Black News Network
Lehigh Valley Progressive Events
WDIY 88.1 Lehigh Valley Public Radio, NPR
Minority Empowerment
Afros in Nature...........................................................43
ACLU of Pennsylvania – Greater Lehigh Valley

Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT Community Center
Hispanic Center Lehigh Valley
Latino Leadership Alliance of the Lehigh Valley
King Memorial Project
Lehigh Valley Stands Up...........................................43
NAACP – Allentown Branch
NAACP – Bethlehem Branch
NAACP – Easton Branch
POWER Lehigh Valley
YWCA of Bethlehem

Little Free Libraries
Mutual Aid Network of the Lehigh Valley
Neighborhood Health Centers of the LV
Tackling T.I.N.A.
Transitions Lehigh Valley
Social and Economic Justice
Afros in Nature...........................................................43
ACLU of Pennsylvania – Greater Lehigh Valley
Alliance for Sustainable Communities.................. 7
Community Action Committee (CACLV)
Community Action Development Corporations
Hispanic Center Lehigh Valley
The Journey Home
King Memorial Project
LV Center for Independent Living (LVCIL)
Lehigh Valley Food Policy Council
Lehigh Valley Humanists
Lehigh Valley Stands Up...........................................43
LEPOCO Peace Center
NAACP – Allentown Branch
NAACP – Bethlehem Branch
NAACP – Easton Branch
POWER Lehigh Valley
Slate Belt Rising
Tackling T.I.N.A.
Turning Point of Lehigh Valley
Young People Making Peace Summer Day Camp

Art: Do You Belong Here?................................. 21

Permaculture
Stonehedge Gardens
Recreation
Allentown Hiking Club
CAT—Coalition for Appropriate Transportation
Columcille Megalith Park
Delaware & Lehigh National Heritage Corridor
Hawk Mountain Sanctuary
Jacobsburg Environmental Education Center
Lehigh Gap Nature Center
Lehigh Valley Zoo
Sierra Club, Kittatinny Group
Sierra Club, Lehigh Valley Group
Renewable Energy
Mid-Atlantic Renewable Energy Association
Sustainable Energy Fund

Art: Do You Belong Here?................................. 21
Art by Clare Meehan ...................................... 22
Essay: Unlearning What We’re Taught in School
14

Re-Thinking & Re-Skilling
Afros in Nature...........................................................43
Alliance for Sustainable Communities.................. 7
Beyond Capitalism Working Group
International Institute for Restorative Practices
Left Turn (see inside front cover)
Lehigh Valley Stands Up...........................................43
Natural Builders Guild
Nurture Nature Center
Shanthi Project

Spiritual Wellbeing
Columcille Megalith Park
Dharma Moon Sangha
Kirkridge Retreat Center
Shanthi Project
Stonehedge Gardens
Transportation
CAT—Coalition for Appropriate Transportation

Essay: Education for Sustainability...................12

Voting Rights
ACLU of Pennsylvania – Greater Lehigh Valley
League of Women Voters

Sharing Economies
Beyond Capitalism Working Group
FreeCycle
Lehigh Valley Bartering Community

(Listings continue on next page)

For detailed listings and contact information, see our online directory.

For detailed listings and contact information, see our online directory.

www.sustainlv.org/publications/sustainable-lehigh-valley/sustainable-lv-directory-listings

www.sustainlv.org/publications/sustainable-lehigh-valley/sustainable-lv-directory-listings
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We’d like to hear from you!

Women’s Rights

(also see Civil Liberties / Human Rights)

Beginning Over Foundation
The Journey Home
Planned Parenthood Keystone
Turning Point of Lehigh Valley
Valley Against Sex Trafficking (VAST)
Youth Development
Afros in Nature ....................................................... 43
Allentown Public Theatre (APT)
The Caring Place
CAT—Coalition for Appropriate Transportation
Center for Humanistic Change
The Children’s Home of Easton
Community Action Committee (CACLV)

Easton Urban Farm
Friends of Johnston
Hispanic Center Lehigh Valley
LV Center for Independent Living (LVCIL)
Lehigh Valley Stands Up...........................................43
Mock Turtle Marionette Theatre
Penn State Cooperative Extension Service
ProJeCt of Easton
Shanthi Project
Stonehedge Gardens
Young People Making Peace Summer Day Camp
YWCA of Bethlehem

We’d like to hear from you!
Are you a creative writer or artist who is interested
in sustainability and wants to be heard or seen?
You found the right publication!

Essay: Fourth Grade Artists and Activists...... 10

For detailed listings and contact information, see our online directory.
www.sustainlv.org/publications/sustainable-lehigh-valley/sustainable-lv-directory-listings

Sustainable Lehigh Valley welcomes
essays, poetry, fiction (‘short shorts’ or
‘flash fiction’), photographs, drawings,
and other artwork — and hybrid forms
such as editorial cartoons or graphic
stories — as long as they are related to
one or more aspects of sustainability,
especially if they are aligned with the
Alliance’s goals. (see page 20.)
You can help raise awareness and
make a real difference in moving
towards a more sustainable world!

Please review our new guidelines.
[www.sustainlv.org/slv-guidelines]
Any questions? — contact
SLV-editors@sustainlv.org

Clare Meehan
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About the Alliance – How the Alliance Began
Remembering Joris Rosse

About the Alliance

Remembering Joris Rosse

How the Alliance Began – 2003
We include the story of our startup for those not familiar with the Alliance.

The Lehigh Valley is saddened by the recent passing of environmentalist, role
model, and Alliance co-founder Joris Rosse. Joris was an accomplished woodworker, potter, prospector, healer, organizer,
and spiritual mentor. His loss is felt by the progressive, environmental, and spiritual community that surrounded him
for decades. During the 1990’s he coordinated several large
Earth Day celebrations and created a newspaper called the
Grassroots Journal.
In the late 1970s he acquired an old bank barn in Bethlehem
and with his own hands began to transform it into a beautiful space. Joris held
a vision for all beings living in harmony, and when joined by Joanne Jones,
they created the Morning Star Center. They
opened heart and home to welcome all who
shared the same openness and passion for
the earth and its life forms. It became a holistic center that hosted numerous Councils
of All Beings, ceremonies with labyrinths and
a Medicine Wheel, discussions of paradigm
shifts, yoga classes, and other healing events.
Joris continued to improve the property over
the years.

Back in 2002, Jerry Brunetti and Martin Boksenbaum organized a forum at
the Cathedral Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem. It focused on how townships, boroughs, grassroots activists, regional coalitions, food producers, and
community organizations could work together to build regional sustainability and democracy. Some fifty or so Lehigh Valley activists and representatives of organizations participated, and all in attendance got the chance to
talk about what they and their organizations were doing — but the person who
really shook things up that evening was Tom Linzey of CELDF (Community
Environmental Legal Defense Fund), who said that to be truly effective meant
working collaboratively, collectively.
We held a series of follow-up meetings, culminating in Tom Linzey’s return for
a meeting at Morning Star Center at the end of February 2003. The thirty or
so people present shared the belief that to have any power, we needed to work
together — and we decided, right then and there, to create that united voice.
In the course of the next few months, a core group developed a comprehensive
Statement of Principles, which we then used as the basis for a compact statement of our Vision, Mission, and Goals (see page 20). At the end of 2003,
we incorporated and became a tax-exempt nonprofit. We organized community dialogues, developed energy projects, published the first Directory of
Organizations and Businesses That Promote Sustainable Communities in
2004, created our website, started our internship program, and organized a
number of working groups.

And we’ve been at it ever since.
Join us in working for more sustainable communities!

Joris Rosse

In 2003, activists gathered at Morning Star
and decided to start the Alliance for Sustainable Communities, and the principles and foundations for the Alliance were hammered out there. Joris was one of
the key architects and a constant reminder to keep our focus on the big picture.
Joris continues to influence us through the work he left behind and his contributions to our thinking and awareness, and he lives on through the acts of so many
who have been inspired by his life and his dedication and care for this earth.
We say goodbye to our friend and esteemed colleague, Joris Rosse. May he rest
in peace.
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image created by Jillian Pagliei based on original drawing by Caitlin Campbell

Also see:
• About the Alliance........................................................... 7
• About the Alliance – Vision and Goals.......................... 20
• About the Alliance –Rethinking Education................. 37
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Do you have a commitment to
sustainable communities?
Patronize the local farms and businesses that advertise here — by choosing
to advertise here, they are showing their commitment!
If you run a local farm or business that’s working for sustainability, please
consider advertising in Sustainable Lehigh Valley — it reaches thousands
of people who are already interested in sustainability and are a good
target audience. At the same time, your ad helps support this publication
and raise public awareness of the need for working together to make our
communities more sustainable.
With your ad, you also get a free descriptive listing in our online
directory — for a full year. You can edit or update your online listing at
any time — and it will show up in Internet searches. (For businesses that
do not have a strong online presence, our directory is often the top hit in
an online search.)
For more information, see “Advertising” and how to “Submit a Listing” on
the Alliance website or Contact us by email. [directory@sustainlv.org]

Bruce Wilson Contracting 610-282-0822 • bwc@ptd.net
Bruce Wilson, LEED AP — General Contracting, Green Building, New Construction,
Energy Efficiency, Additions, Bathrooms, Kitchens, Aging-in-Place Renovations, Basement
Finishing, Garages & Sheds, Custom Woodworking (PA Contractor # PA010930)
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Fresh is better!

When it comes to great food, nothing beats the freshness
and taste of local! Find local farms, farmers markets, and
other producers near you with our Local Food Finder at

www.buylocalglv.org

Using EBT/ACCESS? Double your dollars for fresh, local fruits and vegetables with
Lehigh Valley Fresh Food Bucks! Visit www.freshfoodbucks.org to learn more!

Internships

J P T C o n t r act i n g
Pa

u l

Th

i e s s e n

Community
Supported
Agriculture

G e n e r a l C o n t r a ct o r
2000
PA # 0 9 18 6 0
since

Easton, PA

Interior & Exterior
Home Remodeling

Locally grown produce,
from our farm to you.

Maintenance & Re-

We grow without the use of
synthetic chemicals, for our health
and the health of our community!

pa i r s

jptcontrac ting.com
jptcontrac ting@gmail.com

Weekly farmshare June–October
It’s a great value!

J i m T h o r p e , PA

610 -737- 4 2 8 6

w

Learn more & sign up on our website:

Rethink the System — Work for Change
Some recent & planned internships

Editing & Publishing • Communication

Climate Action • Community & Restorative Justice
Food, Health, & Climate
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Urban Ecology

“Working with the Alliance allowed me to work
with individuals who share my passion for sus
tainability, as well as to voice my own ideas….
Being able to work on something I really care
about was a truly rewarding and enjoyable ex
peri
ence, and I would recommend it to any
one who has a passion for sustainability. — LB,
Muhlenberg College (Communication & Media)

This was an absolutely wonderful and invaluable
experience for me… a major reason why I
was offered this job. — GP, Moravian College
(Democracy In Action)
Unlike any traditional class, I was given an op
por
tunity to gain first-hand knowledge on real
challenges… while working towards real progress
within the community. — BB, Lehigh University
(Sustainability In Healthcare)

www.hunterhillcsa.com
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•

See internships.sustainlv.org
or email peter@sustainlv.org
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NPR NEWS, PUBLIC AFFAIRS
AND AN ECLECTIC MIX OF MUSIC

MANY CHOICES.

REAL VOICES.

™

Listen online at WDIY.ORG
D
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